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Abstract
In this article, we propose a trajectory tracking control method for piezoelectric actuators (PEAs) based
on long short-term memory neural network (LSTM-NN). Different from traditional control framework
where neural network is used to approximate the open-loop PEA dynamics, LSTM-NN is used to
establish the mapping between the actual trajectory and the reference trajectory of the closed-loop
PEA, leading to a Closed-LSTM neural network control framework. With this framework, the trained
LSTM-NN is used to modify the reference trajectory to compensate for the tracking error without
changing the controller. First, we analyze and simplify the modeling of the linear and nonlinear
characteristics of the PEA, and select the training input features of the LSTM-NN. Then, we use
the actual trajectory and reference trajectory of the closed-loop PEA to train the LSTM-NN. The
Closed-LSTM neural network control framework enables independent designs of the baseline feedback
controller and feedforward compensator. In particular, the feedback controller is used to guarantee
the system stability, and the LSTM-NN reference modification module is used as the feedforward
compensator to achieve high-precision trajectory tracking, which does not affect the system stability
and can be easily applied to off-the-shelf motion control systems. Its validity is experimentally verified
on a PEA platform.
Keywords: Piezoelectric actuators, LSTM-NN, Motion control

1. Introduction

Pactuators (PEAs) are widely used in micro-
nano positioning systems and ultra-precision mo-
tion control systems. However, hysteresis, creep
and vibration characteristics, and unknown exter-
nal disturbances are inherent factors that affect
the performance of PEAs [1], making the control
of the system extremely challenging.
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In order to achieve high-performance trajec-
tory tracking control of PEAs for repetitive tasks,
iterative learning control (ILC) [2, 3] and repet-
itive control (RC) [4, 5] are found to be effec-
tive. Combined with ILC, the inversion-based
controller can achieve precise output tracking for
repetitive tasks [6]. With the nonlinearities com-
pensated for by the inversion model, repetitive
controllers are developed for trajectory tracking of
both single and dual-stage nanopositioning PEA-
based systems [7].

Although ILC-based methods can be used to
achieve high-precision trajectory control, they are
not suitable for non-repetitive tasks. Therefore,
real-time control of non-repetitive trajectories has
been extensively studied. Accurately modeling
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inherent nonlinear characteristics is found useful
for designing model-based compensation control
strategies [8]. The nonlinear characteristics are
treated as bounded interference, and various com-
pensation and suppression strategies are designed
[9]. In [10], the Bouc-Wen model of hysteresis is
established, and a sliding mode control method
on the basis of hysteresis modeling is proposed to
suppress the hysteresis nonlinearity of the piezo-
electric driver stage and realize high-precision track-
ing control. In [11], model predictive control (MPC)
based on disturbance observer (DOB) is proposed
to suppress hysteresis nonlinearity and model un-
certainty. Both friction and the piezoelectric ma-
terials have hysteresis, therefore, the friction char-
acteristics can not be ignored. In piezoelectric
inertia–friction actuators (PIFAs), the dynamics
of the whole system depend on both PEA and
frictional contact. There are different models of
friction used for modeling the PIFA system, such
as the Coulomb model, the LuGre model and the
elastoplastic model [12]. Due to the complexity
of the nonlinear model, the designed control sys-
tem can be complicated, and the stability of the
system is hard to analyze in rigor.

In recent years, many researchers have applied
artificial neural network (ANN) modeling and con-
trol methods to trajectory tracking of PEAs [13,
14, 15, 16], especially the inverse compensation
control based on ANN. In [17], in order to improve
the performance of active vibration control for a
helicopter driven by piezoelectric stack actuators
(PSAs), a hysteresis neural network based on non-
linear autoregressive neural network (NARX) is
established, and then another neural network is
used to compensate for the hysteresis character-
istics of the PSA. In [18], a deep gated recur-
rent unit (GRU) neural network is proposed to
model the nonlinearity and memory of the hys-
teresis loop, a back propagation (BP) neural net-
work is integrated to improve the generalization
ability, and the scanning motion control of piezo-
electric driven atomic force microscope is achieved.
The inverse compensation control based on neu-
ral network has also been applied in other fields.
In [19], an algorithm based on deep neural net-
work (DNN) is proposed as an inverse compen-

sation module, which improves the tracking per-
formance of quadrotor. Given a desired trajec-
tory, the DNN compensation module provides a
suitable reference trajectory for the controller to
realize the identity mapping between the actual
trajectory and the reference trajectory.
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Figure 1: Comparison of two control frameworks. (a) Tra-
ditional control framework. (b) The control framework
proposed in this article

Although the control objective of this article is
similar to those in the previous studies, there are
differences between the control method proposed
in this article and the previous control method
based on the ANN inverse model, as shown in Fig.
1, where yd(k), yr(k) and y(k) denote desired tra-
jectory, reference trajectory and actual trajectory
at the sampling instant k, respectively. The de-
sired trajectory is the trajectory predefined for the
piezoelectric actuator to actually track. The ref-
erence trajectory is obtained by using the LSTM
module to compensate for and modify the desired
trajectory, and is used as the input signal of the
closed-loop PEA. While the previous method uses
ANN to establish the inverse model of the nonlin-
ear characteristics of the open-loop PEA to per-
form feedforward compensation [20, 21], the ANN
in this article is to establish a mapping between
the actual trajectory and the reference trajectory
of the stable closed-loop PEA to modify the refer-
ence trajectory. The advantages of the proposed
method in this article are: (1) The closed-loop
PEA can partially compensate for the interfer-
ence, and its response is more repeatable than
the open-loop system, so the generalizability of
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the ANN modeling is relatively high, leading to
high compensation control accuracy. In compar-
ison, the traditional method directly establishes
the inverse model of the open-loop PEA and the
open-loop characteristics are often more compli-
cated and lack repeatability, so the accuracy of
the established inverse model is limited by un-
certainties, resulting in low compensation control
accuracy. (2) ANN, as an additional module to
modify the reference trajectory, can predict the
tracking error and eliminate it in advance, so the
tracking error will not increase due to the increase
of velocity. In the compensation control based on
the inverse model of open-loop PEA, when the
modeling accuracy is low and the effect of feed-
forward compensation is small, the feedback com-
ponent will play a major role, bringing a greater
tracking error with the increase of velocity. (3)
The ANN is connected in series in front of the
closed-loop PEA to modify the reference trajec-
tory. It does not need to modify the controller
of the closed-loop PEA, so it does not affect the
stability of the system and can be easily applied
to various motion control systems.

Regarding different neural networks, NARX
with external source input connects the output
feedback to the input, which enhances the mem-
ory ability of historical data, but the memory
time is fixed. Recurrent neural network (RNN)
adds the horizontal connection between the hid-
den layer units, which can transfer the value of
the last time neural unit to the current neural
unit, so that it has the memory function [22, 23].
LSTM-NN is a special RNN that can take into
account both long-term memory and short-term
memory, and can automatically adjust the influ-
ence of historical information in the future [24],
so it can be used to fit time series and the com-
plex dynamics of PEAs [25]. GRU modifies the
structure of LSTM-NN [26], and it also has the
function of long and short-term memory. In this
article, by comparing the accuracy of LSTM-NN
and GRU, LSTM-NN is selected as the neural net-
work model.

Based on the above discussions, this article
will propose a trajectory tracking control method
based on LSTM-NN modelling of closed-loop PEA,

which is named Closed-LSTM. First of all, the
physical characteristics of closed-loop PEA are
analyzed, and the dynamic model is established.
Then, according to the model and dynamic char-
acteristics, the input features of LSTM-NN are se-
lected and training is performed to establish the
mapping between the actual trajectory and refer-
ence trajectory of closed-loop PEA. The trained
LSTM-NN is used to obtain the modified refer-
ence trajectory as the input of the closed-loop sys-
tem.

The main contributions of this article lie in
two aspects. On the one hand, we analyze the
nonlinear characteristics of closed-loop PEA to se-
lect suitable features for LSTM-NN. On the other
hand, we propose the Closed-LSTM control frame-
work using LSTM-NN to establish the mapping
between the actual trajectory and the reference
trajectory of the closed-loop PEA, which can com-
pensate for tracking error in advance and improve
the tracking performance.

The rest of this article is organized as follows.
Closed-loop PEA model analysis is performed in
Section II. Section III introduces the proposed
tracking control method based on LSTM-NN. Sec-
tion IV presents results of experiments. At last,
we draw the conclusions of this article.

2. SYSTEM MODELING

PEAs use the reverse voltage effect of piezo-
electric materials to realize the conversion from
electrical energy to mechanical energy. It is one
of the high-precision actuators widely used in flex-
ible micro-nano platforms. PEAs have non-linear
characteristics such as friction, hysteresis, creep
and vibration. When modeling the PEA, the creep
and vibration are simplified into linear models,
and the friction and hysteresis nonlinearity are
analyzed separately [27].

2.1. Linear Model of Closed-loop PEA
2.1.1. Modeling of PEA

By connecting each individual sub-model in
series, the nonlinear and linear characteristics of
the PEA can be decoupled, as shown in Fig. 2,
where u(t) denotes the input voltage at time t,
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and H, C, and V represent the hysteresis, creep
and vibration dynamic characteristics of the PEA,
respectively. The method of modeling these three
characteristics is to decouple them into two main
parts. The hysteresis nonlinear unit is connected
in series with a linear dynamic unit including creep
and vibration characteristics.

H

Hysteresis Model

V

Vibration Model

C

Creep Model

( )u t ( )y t

Figure 2: Physical model of PEA

Creep characteristics can be modeled using
transfer function and lumped parameter methods.
When creep is modeled as a mass-spring-damping
system [28], the transfer function of creep charac-
teristics is expressed as

Gr(s) =
1

k0
+

N∑
i=1

1

sci + ki
(1)

where ki and ci are the spring and damping coeffi-
cients respectively. Generally, the creep model of
the PEA is approximated as a second-order sys-
tem, namely

Gr(s) =
τ2s

2 + τ1s+ τ0
T2s2 + T1s+ T0

(2)

where T2 = c1c2k0, T1 = c1k0k2 + c2k0k1, T0 =
k0k1k2, τ2 = c1c2, τ1 = c1k0 + c2k0 + c1k2 + c2k1,
τ0 = k0k1 + k0k2 + k1k2.

Similarly, the vibration dynamic characteris-
tics model can be obtained by adding a force bal-
ance to a standard mass-spring-damping system
[29], and the transfer function is expressed as

Gv(s) =
α
m

s2 + c
m
s+ k

m

(3)

where m, c, and k are mass, damping and spring
coefficients, respectively, and α is a constant re-
lated to the input voltage and the force generated
by the PEA.

2.1.2. Servo controller
In motion control systems, a feedback con-

troller is first used to form a closed-loop system,

which has anti-interference ability and repeata-
bility. A PI feedback controller is usually used in
the closed-loop piezoelectric system, whose trans-
fer function expression is

Gc(s) = Kp(1 +
1

Tis
) (4)

where Kp is the proportional coefficient, and Ti is
the integral time constant. The feedback part is
a low-pass filter, and its transfer function is

Gf (s) =
G0wc

s+ wc

(5)

where G0 is the passband gain, and wc is the cutoff
frequency of the first-order filter.

According to the above models, when ignoring
the hysteresis characteristics of the PEA, a sim-
plified linear model of the closed-loop PEA dy-
namic model can be obtained as shown in Fig. 3,
where Yr(s) and Y (s) are Laplace transformations
of yr(t) and y(t), respectively.
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Figure 3: Simplified model block diagram of closed-loop
PEA

According to the simplified linear model block
diagram in Fig. 3, the transfer function of closed-
loop PEA is expressed as

Y (s)

Yr(s)
=

a4s
4 + a3s

3 + a2s
2 + a1s+ a0

b5s5 + b4s4 + b3s3 + b2s2 + b1s+ b0
(6)

where b0, b2, · · · , b5 and a0, a1, · · · , a4 are the co-
efficients calculated based on the simplified model
in Fig 3.

2.2. Friction and hysteretic nonlinearity analysis
The dynamic model of the piezoelectric drive

system is related to the dynamics of the piezo-
electric element and the contact friction. There-
fore, the friction characteristics must be consid-
ered when analyzing the characteristics of the sys-
tem.
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The LuGre model can be used to describe the
friction in the PEA system [12]. The expression
of the model is as follows:{

F = σ0z + σ1
dz
dt
+ σ2v

dz
dt

= v − |v|
g(v)

z
(7)

where F , σ0, σ1, σ2 and z are the friction force, av-
erage stiffness of the bristles, damping coefficient,
the viscous coefficient and the average deflection
of the bristles, respectively. v is the relative veloc-
ity between the two surfaces, and g(v) is a func-
tion corresponding to the Stribeck effect. It can
be seen from the above expression that the fric-
tion of piezoelectric drive system is mainly related
to position and velocity.

Due to the characteristics of piezoelectric ma-
terials and the influence of friction and tempera-
ture, the piezoelectric drive system will also have
hysteresis nonlinearity. The hysteresis character-
istic of the closed-loop PEA means that the refer-
ence displacement curve and the actual displace-
ment curve do not overlap, but they form a multi-
value and memory-related hysteresis loop, as shown
in Fig. 4. The existence of this nonlinearity leads
to a larger tracking error of the closed-loop PEA.
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Figure 4: Hysteresis characteristics of closed-loop PEA

The characteristics of hysteresis nonlinearity
are as follows:

1) Non-local memory: The output value of
closed-loop PEA system is not only related to the
current value of the input signal, but also related
to the historical value of the input signal, espe-
cially the historical extreme value.

2) Multi-value mapping: closed-loop PEA sys-
tem can have a variety of different output values
when the input has the same value.

3) Rate correlation: The output of closed-loop
PEA system is affected by the frequency of the

input signal. The higher the frequency is, the
more significant effect the hysteresis has. In Fig.
5, the hysteresis characteristic curves of closed-
loop PEA under four sinusoidal signals with dif-
ferent frequencies of 5rad/s, 15rad/s, 30rad/s,
and 50rad/s are given.
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Figure 5: Hysteresis curve of closed-loop PEA with differ-
ent frequencies. (a) 5rad/s. (b) 15rad/s. (c) 30rad/s. (d)
50rad/s.

Considering the various nonlinear characteris-
tics of PEAs, it is difficult to accurately model and
identify the parameters of the system using tra-
ditional modeling methods. Nevertheless, above
modeling and analysis lays the foundation of fea-
ture selection for LSTM-NN in the next section.

3. CONTROL STRATEGY AND LSTM-
NN CONSTRUCTION

3.1. Control strategy
The traditional control framework based on

the ANN inverse model is shown in Fig. 1(a). The
ANN inverse model is used as a feedforward con-
troller that can compensate for the tracking er-
ror of the system by modifying the control input,
and the feedback controller is used to suppress un-
known disturbances and parameter uncertainties.
Different neural networks can be used to establish
the dynamic inverse model of the PEA, and the
feedback controller also has different realizations.
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In this control framework, an inverse model of the
open-loop plant is established, whose accuracy is
limited due to inevitable system uncertainties.
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Figure 6: Control framework of the proposed Closed-
LSTM

The Closed-LSTM trajectory tracking control
framework proposed in this article is shown in Fig.
6. In Closed-LSTM, the control system can be
divided into two parts. The first part is a sta-
ble closed-loop PEA, which includes a feedback
controller, where the PID controller is used in
this article. The input of the closed-loop PEA
is the reference trajectory yr(k), and the output
is the actual trajectory y(k). The second part is a
trajectory modification module based on LSTM-
NN. Its input is the desired trajectory yd(k), and
the output is the modified reference trajectory
yr(k). The feedback controller in the closed-loop
PEA can ensure the stability of the system and
achieve a certain precision of trajectory tracking.
For the same reference trajectory, similar track-
ing error of the closed-loop system can be pro-
duced, i.e. the system has better robustness and
repeatability compared to the open-loop system.
For such a closed-loop system, LSTM-NN with
powerful approximation capabilities for time se-
ries can be used to learn the mapping between
yd(k) and yr(k). The reference trajectory is mod-
ified by using the trained LSTM-NN to improve
the tracking performance of the whole closed-loop
PEA system.

The proposed Closed-LSTM includes a train-
ing phase and a testing phase, and LSTM-NN
is used to learn the mapping between yd(k) and
yr(k) . In the training phase, we treat y(k) as
yd(k), and actual trajectories y(k), y(k+1), · · · , y(k+
N) are used as training inputs of the LSTM-NN,
and reference trajectories yr(k), yr(k+1), · · · , yr(k+

N) are training outputs. In the testing phase, the
trained LSTM-NN is used to modify the desired
trajectory to obtain a new reference trajectory of
the closed-loop PEA system. The input of LSTM-
NN is desired trajectory yd(k), and output is the
reference trajectory yr(k). When the the reference
trajectory yr(k) is input in closed-loop PEA, its
actual trajectory y(k) is equal to desired trajec-
tory yd(k) if the LSTM-NN is absolutely accurate.

Here we briefly discuss the stability of the Closed-
LSTM system. First, we use ŷr to represent the
reference displacement calculated by LSTM-NN
and it is the input of the piezoelectric driver. The
LSTM-NN module has a feedforward structure,
and the activation function is global Lipschitz.
Because LSTM-NN is a linear combination of Lip-
schitz functions, the output ŷr of the LSTM-NN
module is also global Lipschitz, i.e. [19]

∥ŷr∥∞ ⩽ L∥yd∥∞ (8)

where L is a positive scalar. Under the feedback
controller, the closed-loop PEA is input-to-state
stable. Therefore, with a bounded input, the out-
put of the closed-loop PEA is bounded, and the
whole system is stable.

3.2. Feature selection
Feature selection is particularly important to

ensure the modeling accuracy of the LSTM-NN.
By reasonably selecting input features, the model-
ing accuracy of LSTM-NN is improved, and then,
the tracking performance of the whole motion con-
trol system can be improved.

3.2.1. Feature selection based on simplified linear
model

Based on the simplified linear model (7) of
the closed-loop PEA, the transfer function can be
transformed into the discrete-time form

Y (z)

Yr(z)
=

β4z
4 + β3z

3 + β2z
2 + β1z + β0

z5 + α4z4 + α3z3 + α2z2 + α1z + α0

(9)
where Yr(z) and Y (z) represent the z transforma-
tion expressions of the reference displacement and
actual displacement of the closed-loop PEA, re-
spectively, αi, i = 0, · · · , 4 and βj, j = 0, 1 · · · , 4
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are the coefficients calculated based on (7). Per-
forming z inverse transformation on (9), the rela-
tionship between the reference displacement and
the actual displacement can be obtained as follows

yr(k) =
1

β4

y(k + 1) +
α4

β4

y(k) + · · ·+ α0

β4

y(k − 4)

(10)

− β3

β4

yr(k − 1)− β2

β4

yr(k − 2)− · · · − β0

β4

yr(k − 4)

where yr(k) and y(k) represent the reference dis-
placement and actual displacement at time k re-
spectively.

According to the discrete-time expression (10)
of the linear part of the closed-loop PEA, the ref-
erence displacement yr(k) at the sampling time k
is related to the actual displacement y(k + j), j =
−4, · · · , 1 and reference displacement yr(k − i),
i = 1, 2, · · · , 4. When using LSTM-NN to approx-
imate the inverse dynamics of closed-loop PEA,
y(k + j), j = −4, · · · , 1 are used as the input
features and yr(k) as the output of LSTM-NN,
i.e., the reference displacement of the current time
is calculated by using the actual displacement of
the past 4 time steps, current time step and the
next 1 time step, while reference displacement
yr(k − i), i = 1, 2, · · · , 4 as hidden information
is retained and fitted by the long-term and short-
term memory characteristics of LSTM-NN. Since
the input features are selected based on a simpli-
fied linear model that may be not accurate, we
use them as a starting point for feature selection.
In practice, the specific values of n and m can
be adjusted according to the accuracy of model
fitting, to select appropriate actual displacement
y(k + j), j = −n, · · · ,m.

3.2.2. Feature selection based on friction and hys-
teresis

The friction of PEAs is mainly related to po-
sition and velocity, and hysteresis characteristics
of PEAs is rate-dependent as analyzed in Section
II. The larger the velocity of the reference tra-
jectory is, the more significant the hysteresis is.
Therefore, when using the LSTM-NN to establish
the mapping between the actual trajectory and
the reference trajectory, we consider adding the

velocity information of the past, current and fu-
ture time steps of the trajectory ẏ(k−n), ẏ(k−n+
1), · · · , ẏ(k+m−1), ẏ(k+m) as the input features
of the LSTM-NN. This selection of input features
means that the trained LSTM-NN can plan the
reference trajectory in advance based on the fu-
ture state information to improve the trajectory
tracking performance.

The method based on LSTM-NN uses the idea
of black box to establish the mapping between
the desired trajectory and the reference trajec-
tory. Although we only analyze the two nonlinear
characteristics of friction and hysteresis to select
the features of LSTM-NN, due to its strong non-
linear fitting ability, it can deal with other non-
linear characteristics at the same time.

3.3. Training data
The LSTM-NN is used to establish the map-

ping between the actual trajectory and the ref-
erence trajectory of closed-loop PEA, so the data
for training the LSTM-NN should be able to cover
most of the feature space and fully stimulate the
response characteristics of the system. In this
sense, random nonuniform rational B-spline sur-
face (NURBS) curve can be used. Moreover, the
position, velocity and acceleration are limited in
the range that the system can bear.

The random NURBS trajectory is generated
by using random control points [30], which are
composed of independent variable vector and de-
pendent variable vector, and the independent vari-
able vector is time

t⃗ = [t0, t0 +∆t1, · · · , t0 +
n∑

i=0

∆ti] (11)

We set ∆ti = 0.04 + rand(0.04, 0.08), where the
rand(0.04, 0.08) represents a random number be-
tween 0.2 ∼ 0.4. We set the dependent variable
observation value vector x⃗ of these control points
to satisfy the normal distribution, and the mean
value and standard deviation of the normal dis-
tribution are 25 and 10, respectively.

According to the independent variable t⃗ and
the dependent variable x⃗, the random control point
sequence y(x⃗, t⃗) can be obtained, and these ran-
dom control points are taken as training reference
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trajectories. In addition, according to the move-
ment stroke of the closed-loop PEA, these control
point sequences are mapped to 0 ∼ 60um, and
zero-phase filtering is performed to remove the
peak points, and finally the training trajectory is
obtained.

3.4. LSTM-NN model
This paper uses the ANN inverse model to

modify the reference input to compensate for the
tracking error of the system, so the selection of
the neural network is very important. The follow-
ing will compare several common neural networks.
There are three main types of ANNs currently
used to fit time series: NARX, GRU and LSTM.
The NARX with external input connects the out-
put feedback to the input, which enhances the
memory ability of historical data. The GRU neu-
ral network is a kind of RNN, which is a special
LSTM-NN. The advantage of GRU over LSTM-
NN is that the structure is simpler and the train-
ing efficiency is higher. In practical applications,
if training efficiency and hardware computing power
are not significant concerns, the one with the bet-
ter actual performance is often selected.

3.4.1. LSTM-NN structure
LSTM-NN is an RNN with excellent perfor-

mance for model fitting of sequence-to-sequence
response. As a special RNN, LSTM can accom-
modate long-term memory and short-term mem-
ory by adding long-term memory sequences to the
standard RNN. In the time domain, the LSTM-
NN will pass back the two pieces of information:
the cell state and the hidden state. It provides
accurate approximation because of the cell state
so that the historical information stored therein
will not be easily changed, and it has a good
memory capability making LSTM-NN suitable for
long-term dependence problems.

3.4.2. Training of LSTM-NN
The weight parameters of the LSTM-NN need

to be trained offline. In short, the training process
is to iterate and update the weight parameters
through the back propagation (BP) algorithm to
find the optimal weight matrix.

Table 1: Physical parameters of PEA

Parameters Values
Step response time 15ms
Resolution 2nm
Nominal stroke 60um
Nominal thrust 2300N
Stiffness 35N/um

The training input of the LSTM-NN is the ac-
tual trajectory information (position, velocity and
acceleration), and the network training output
is the estimated reference trajectory ŷr(t). The
loss function is defined as root mean square er-
ror (RMSE) between the estimated reference tra-
jectory ŷr(t) and the actual reference trajectory
yr(t), and the expression at time t is

J(t) =
1

2
∥ŷr(t)− yr(t)∥2 (12)

where ∥•∥ denotes the norm. Within T training
samples, the total loss function of the LSTM neu-

ral network is J =
T∑
t

J(t). Finally, we update
the weight matrix of the LSTM-NN according to
the gradient of J .

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUS-
SION

4.1. Experimental platform
The experimental platform is mainly composed

of PEA, piezoelectric controller, real-time simu-
lation controller, and a computer, as shown in
Fig. 7. The PEA used in this system is a cylin-
drical low-voltage PEA of the Harbin Core To-
morrow Science and Technology Co., Ltd. (model
number PSt150/10/60VS15), and its physical pa-
rameters are shown in Table 1. The piezoelec-
tric controller is the E53.B servo controller of the
Harbin Core Tomorrow Science and Technology
Co., Ltd., equipped with an SGS displacement
sensor with sensitivity of 6um/V and measure-
ment noise of 0.05um. The real-time simulation
controller is a product of dSPACE, and its model
is DS1103 PPC Controller Board.

The control algorithm is implemented on the
computer and the corresponding code and mod-
ules are compiled into the target file that can be
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dSPACE

PEA

Servo Controller

Computer

Figure 7: Closed-loop PEA experiment platform

run by the embedded system and downloaded to
the real-time simulation controller. The simula-
tion controller sends the voltage command sig-
nal to the piezoelectric controller according to the
given reference input. The piezoelectric controller
amplifies the voltage signal by 15 times and then
applies it to the PEA, so as to make the PEA pro-
duce the corresponding displacement. The output
displacement of the PEA can be detected by the
built-in strain gauge, and the voltage representing
the real-time displacement is obtained after pro-
cessing by the pre-amplifier circuit. The overall
experimental block diagram of this experimental
platform is shown in Fig. 8.

dSPACE

DS1103

Servo Controller

E53.B

Piezoelectric 

Actuator
Computer

ControlDesk

Strain Gauge

displacement

voltage

Figure 8: Block diagram of closed-loop PEA experimental
platform

In order to evaluate the repeatability of the
closed-loop PEA, the repetition error at the sam-
pling time t and the actual trajectory variance
obtained by running the same reference trajectory
multiple times are defined as

ẽ(t) = ymax(t)− ymin(t) (13)

yσ(t) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(yi(t)− ȳ(t))2 (14)

where yi(t), ȳ(t), ymax(t) and ymin(t) represent the
actual displacement of the same reference trajec-
tory for the ith repetition, the mean value of n

repetitions, the maximum and minimum at the
sampling time t, respectively.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of LSTM-
NN modeling of the closed-loop PEA and the per-
formance of trajectory tracking control, modeling
error ε and tracking error e are defined. For mod-
eling error ε, the average relative error, maximum
absolute error and root mean square error are de-
fined as follows:

εmax = max(∥ŷr − yr∥) (15)

εrms =

√
1

n

∑n

j=1
∥ŷr (j)− yr (j)∥2 (16)

εaver =
1

n

n∑
j=1

∥ŷr(j)− yr(j)∥
yr(j)

× 100% (17)

For tracking error e, the average relative error,
maximum absolute error and root mean square
error are defined as follows:

emax = max(∥y − yd∥) (18)

erms =

√
1

n

∑n

j=1
∥y (j)− yd (j)∥2 (19)

eaver =
1

n

n∑
j=1

∥y(j)− yd(j)∥
yd(j)

× 100% (20)

4.2. Feasibility analysis
In Closed-LSTM, we use the trained LSTM-

NN to modify the reference trajectory to com-
pensate for the hysteresis characteristics of the
system in advance, thereby reducing the track-
ing error of the system. Since this is an open-
loop control method, the closed-loop PEA is re-
quired to have good feedback properties, i.e., anti-
interference ability and repeatability. On this ba-
sis, the LSTM-NN is used to guarantee the tra-
jectory tracking properties of the system.
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4.2.1. Anti-interference ability
We apply a power disturbance to the closed-

loop PEA, and the ability of the system to sup-
press the disturbance is analyzed. Starting from
t = 0s, the output displacement of the closed-loop
PEA is in a steady state of 30um, and a power
disturbance of 1.5v is applied at t = 2s. Fig.
9b) shows that the actual displacement quickly
returns to the original position after the devia-
tion in about 30ms, so the closed-loop PEA has
good anti-interference ability.
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Figure 9: Anti-interference performance of closed-loop
PEA. (a) Response curve with disturbance. (b) Partial
enlargement.

4.2.2. Repeatability
Since the LSTM-NN is trained offline, in order

to guarantee its good generalization performance
in the test phase, the closed-loop PEA is required
to have good repeatability, i.e., for the same ref-
erence trajectory, the actual trajectory obtained
by the closed-loop system should be consistent.
To test this, we use (11) to generate a random
trajectory as a reference trajectory, let the closed-
loop PEA repeat the same reference trajectory for
20 times, and then collect the corresponding ac-
tual trajectory. The variances of the actual dis-
placement for the same reference trajectory at dif-
ferent times are shown in Fig 10a), illustrating
a value around 3 × 10−3um. As shown in Fig
10b), most of the repetition errors are less than
0.3um. It demonstrates that the closed-loop PEA
has good repeatability, which guarantees that the
offline-trained LSTM-NN can be used as the ref-
erence modification module to improve the trajec-
tory tracking performance.
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Figure 10: Repeatability test of closed-loop PEA. (a) Ac-
tual trajectory variance. (b) Repetition error.

4.3. Comparison of different input features
As analyzed in Sections II and III, when estab-

lishing the trajectory mapping of the closed-loop
PEA, the selection of input features is particularly
important to the modeling accuracy of the LSTM-
NN. According to theoretical modeling, the actual
position and velocity should be considered, while
the actual acceleration is also considered for com-
parison. The following three combinations of in-
put features are tested: 1) the actual trajectory
points at current and future N moments; 2) the
actual trajectory points and corresponding veloc-
ities at current and future N moments; 3) the
actual trajectory points at current and future N
moments and the corresponding velocity and ac-
celeration.

For all the above three input features, the train-
ing output is the current reference trajectory point.
After the LSTM-NN model is trained, the test
reference trajectory is input into the closed-loop
PEA, and the corresponding actual trajectory is
collected. Then, the actual trajectory is input
into the LSTM-NN model. The modelling error
of LSTM-NN is obtained by comparing the esti-
mated reference trajectory with the actual refer-
ence trajectory, as shown in Fig. 11 and Table 2.
From Table 11, it can be seen that the modeling
error is the largest when only position informa-
tion is used. When using position and velocity
information as input features, most of the mod-
eling errors are less than 0.1um. It can also be
found that adding acceleration information has
a very small improvement in modeling accuracy.
Therefore, considering the calculation and train-
ing efficiency, the feature set 2) is subsequently
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Table 2: LSTM-NN Modeling errors under different input
features

Pos Pos+Vel Pos+Vel+ Acc
εmax(um) 0.3596 0.2557 0.245
εrms(um) 0.078 0.0565 0.0568
εaver(%) 0.25 0.18 0.18

used as the input feature of the LSTM-NN.
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Figure 11: Modeling error under different input features

4.4. Comparison of different neural networks
The ANN currently used to predict the map-

ping between time series mainly includes NARX,
GRU and LSTM-NN [17, 18, 25]. Therefore, this
experiment compares the accuracy of the three
neural networks in establishing the mapping be-
tween the actual trajectory and the reference tra-
jectory of the closed-loop PEA. The selected neu-
ral network structure is shown in Fig. 12.

Input (18 dimensions)

NARX hidden layer (30 neurons)

NARX hidden layer (30 neurons)

NARX hidden layer (20 neurons)

Output (1 dimension)

NARX hidden layer (30 neurons)

(a)

Input (18 dimensions)

GRU layer (64 neurons)

GRU layer (64 neurons)

Fully connected layer

Output (1 dimension)

Dropout(0.2)

Dropout(0.2)

(b)

Input (18 dimensions)

LSTM layer (64 neurons)

LSTM layer (64 neurons)

Fully connected layer

Output (1 dimension)

Dropout(0.2)

Dropout(0.2)

(c)

Figure 12: Different neural networks structure. (a) NARX.
(b) GRU. (c) LSTM.

The NARX, GRU and LSTM-NN are trained
respectively under the condition that the training
set and the test set are the same and the input
and output are consistent. The random NURBS

trajectories generated by (11) are used as the test
trajectories to compare the accuracy of different
neural networks. From Fig. 13, it can be seen
that the LSTM-NN has higher accuracy than the
GRU and NARX. In particular, the maximum
modeling error of NARX is 0.35um, root mean
square error 0.071um; the maximum modeling er-
ror of GRU is 0.60um, root mean square error
0.093um; the maximum modeling error of LSTM-
NN is 0.24um, root mean square error 0.057um.
Therefore, LSTM-NN is selected in this article.
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Figure 13: Comparison of modeling error of different neu-
ral networks. (a) random NURBS trajectory. (b) model-
ing error.

4.5. Suppression of hysteresis
When training the LSTM-NN model, the rate

dependence of hysteresis is considered, and veloc-
ity is regarded as one of the training input fea-
tures. Therefore, after the reference trajectory is
modified by LSTM-NN, the delay between the de-
sired trajectory and the actual trajectory is sup-
pressed. The hysteresis curves before and after
modification are shown in Fig. 14 to illustrate
this result.

4.6. Tracking control performance
4.6.1. Comparison of different control frameworks

Based on the discussion using Fig. 1, the tra-
jectory tracking control performance of four con-
trol frameworks are compared: PID, PI inverse
model plus proportional integral sliding mode con-
trol (PI-PISMC) [31], control based on LSTM-NN
inverse model for open-loop PEA (Open-LSTM)
[15] and LSTM-NN trajectory modification for PEA’s
closed-loop system (Closed-LSTM). The Open-
LSTM uses LSTM-NN to establish the inverse
model of the open-loop PEA as the feedforward
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Figure 14: Hysteresis curves of closed-loop PEA. (a)
5rad/s. (b) 15rad/s. (c) 30rad/s. (d) 50rad/s.

Table 3: tracking error under different control frameworks

emax(um) erms(um) eraver(%)

5rad/s
Closed-LSTM 0.1190 0.0389 0.14
Open-LSTM 0.2599 0.0599 0.18
PI-PIDSMC 0.2130 0.0631 0.19

PID 0.5664 0.3764 1.22

15rad/s
Closed-LSTM 0.1233 0.0458 0.14
Open-LSTM 0.4066 0.1766 0.58
PI-PIDSMC 0.6680 0.2911 0.94

PID 1.6362 1.1255 3.62

30rad/s
Closed-LSTM 0.1505 0.0795 0.26
Open-LSTM 0.8143 0.3983 1.39
PI-PIDSMC 1.5483 0.7765 2.49

PID 3.3138 2.2575 7.34

50rad/s
Closed-LSTM 0.2226 0.1255 0.42
Open-LSTM 1.4239 0.7599 2.69
PI-PIDSMC 2.2705 1.3307 4.04

PID 5.6024 3.7567 12.17

compensator, which is combined with the PID
feedback controller. The PI-PISMC uses the in-
verse model of hysteresis characteristics as the
feedforward compensation module, and uses pro-
portional integral sliding mode control as feed-
back controller. The comparison experiments are
carried out using different sinusoidal trajectories
with frequencies of 5rad/s, 15rad/s, 30rad/s and
50rad/s. The tracking errors between the actual
trajectory and the desired trajectory under the
three control frameworks are shown in Fig. 15
and Table 3.

Taking the sinusoidal trajectory of 15rad/s as
an example, after adding the LSTM-NN module
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Figure 15: Tracking error under different control methods.
(a) 5rad/s. (b) 15rad/s. (c) 30rad/s. (d) 50rad/s.

to the closed loop system, the maximum track-
ing error is reduced from 1.5860um to 0.1518um,
which is a reduction of 90.4%. The root mean
square error is reduced from 0.2500um to 0.0547um,
a reduction of 95.1%. It can also be seen from
Table 3 that the tracking performance of Closed-
LSTM has a lower tracking error than Open-LSTM
and PI-PISMC.

In addition, since Closed-LSTM modifying the
reference trajectory is to perform tracking error
compensation before the error occurs, the error
can be eliminated in advance. Even if the veloc-
ity of the desired trajectory increases, the track-
ing error does not increase significantly. From
Table 3 and Fig. 16, when the frequency of the
sinusoidal trajectory is increased by 6 times from
5rad/s to 30rad/s, the root mean square errors of
PID and Open-LSTM increase by almost 6 times,
while that of Closed-LSTM increases by less than
2 times. This is because LSTM-NN has long-term
and short-term memory and velocity information
is selected as its input feature, and it is thus not
sensitive to the frequency change of desired tra-
jectory.

4.6.2. Comparison with ILC
Because iterative learning control (ILC) is proved

to be very effective in trajectory tracking control
by repeatedly performing the same task, it is used
to further compare with the proposed Closed-LSTM
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Figure 16: Tracking error with desired trajectory with dif-
ferent frequencies

tracking control method. In particular, the on-
line ILC algorithm based on radius basis function
neural networks (RBF-NN) in [32] is considered,
and again a random NURBS trajectory is used as
the desired trajectory. ILC compensates for the
tracking error in each iteration by generating a
new reference trajectory and update the weight
parameters W of RBF-NN, i.e.

W = W − αεTS(Z) (21)

where S and Z are the basis function and the
input of RBF-NN, respectively, and α = 1.1 ×
e − 4. The comparison results are shown in Fig.
17 and Table 4, where five iterations are carried
out for ILC and PID is used as the benchmark
method.
Table 4: Comparison of tracking error under ILC and
Closed-LSTM

emax(um) erms(um) eaver(%)
Closed-LSTM 0.1582 0.0539 0.0220

ILC 0.0947 0.0303 0.0110
PID 2.8396 0.8045 2.7900
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Figure 17: Comparison of tracking error under ILC and
Closed-LSTM

Experimental results show that the performance
of the ILC is slightly better than Closed-LSTM,

but the ILC requires multiple iterations. Further-
more, when the desired trajectory changes, the
learning process needs to be repeated for the ILC.
In contrast, the proposed Closed-LSTM can be
used without further training for new trajectories.

5. Conclusion

This article proposes a trajectory tracking con-
trol method of closed-loop PEA based on LSTM-
NN (Closed-LSTM), which can improve the tra-
jectory tracking performance while preserving the
anti-inference capability and repeatability provided
by the baseline feedback controller. By establish-
ing a mapping between the actual trajectory and
the reference trajectory, the reference trajectory
can be modified to compensate for the tracking
error in advance. On the one hand, the linear
and nonlinear characteristics of the closed-loop
PEA are modeled and analyzed to select the in-
put features for LSTM-NN. On the other hand,
this method adds a module to modify the ref-
erence trajectory on the basis of the closed-loop
system without modifying the baseline controller.
Compared to the neural network control based
on the inverse model of the open-loop plant, this
method not only achieves better tracking perfor-
mance, but also maintains this performance de-
spite the increase of velocity, thus addressing the
trade-off between high speed and high accuracy
that the current motion control systems generally
face. Our future works will focus on the integra-
tion of the proposed method with online learning
and extension to other motion control systems.
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